Enhancing functional expression of L-glycerophosphate oxidase in *Escherichia coli* by controlling the expression rate
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Read more about the study that found that the total enzymatic activity of GlpO expressed in *Escherichia coli* (E. coli) was extremely low, probably due to the absence of FAD cofactors and the misfolding of GlpO at a high synthesis rate. Therefore, decreasing the expression rate was used to improve the activity of GlpO. The specific activity of GlpO expressed on the pUC19 vector with lac promoter was approximately 30 times higher than that expressed on the pET28a vector with T7 promoter, but the expression levels of GlpO on the two vectors were completely opposite. It indicated that the specific activity of GlpO was increased as the expression level decreased. However, too low expression greatly influences the total amount and activity of the functional enzyme.

In order to resolve this problem, two new plasmids, GlpO-CG4 and GlpO-CG6, were constructed by inserting 4 or 6 nucleotides, respectively, between the ribosome binding site (RBS) and the start code (ATG) on pET28a. Compared with the expression on the GlpO-pET vector, the expression rates of GlpO on the GlpO-CG4 and GlpO-CG6 were dramatically decreased. The total activity of GlpO expressed on GlpO-CG6 was 11 times and 1.5 times higher than that expressed on the GlpO-pET and GlpO-pUC, respectively. Results suggest that the activity of GlpO can be improved by decreasing the expression rate.

**Introduction**

GlpO (EC 1.1.3.21) is a flavoprotein oxidase containing FAD as a cofactor. The enzyme catalyzes the oxidation of α-glycerophosphate (a metabolic intermediate in lipid and glycerol metabolism) to generate dihydroxyacetone phosphate (DHAP) and hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂), using O₂ as the final electron acceptor [1,2]. GlpO has been isolated and characterized by some pathogens, such as *Mycoplasma* [3,4], *Enterococcus* [5], *Streptococcus* [6], and *Aerococcus* [7]. Studies have shown that the resultant H₂O₂ is one of the major virulence factors for these pathogens [8,9]. In connection with its important function in lipid and glycerol metabolism, GlpO is widely used in the enzymatic determination of plasma triglycerides coupling with lipoprotein lipase and glycerol kinase in the clinical analysis [10].

In view of the great value of GlpO in clinical determination, obtaining enough high-activity GlpO is the prerequisite for clinical application. Traditionally, GlpO is isolated from natural bacteria sources and can be induced by glycerol [7,11]. But low levels of expression and complex cultural conditions lead to considerable costs for GlpO production. *E. coli* is considered to be an excellent host for heterogeneous expression. The usage of strong promoters and codon optimization in a heterogeneous protein expression system can significantly...
improve expression levels [12-14]. It has been reported that protein production can be increased by more than 1000 times through codon optimization [13]. Additionally, the 5’ untranslated regions (UTR) and N-terminal codon usage is thought to be the rate-controlling step for translation, which can affect protein expression with a wide dynamic range [15-18]. For example, nucleotide changes to the spacer sequence can modulate expression with a wide dynamic range [15–18].

However, as the recombinant proteins often fail to fold properly and form non-functional particles at high synthesis rates, it is essential to control the expression rate to achieve a high level of functional expression of the target protein [20]. A previous study conducted by Zhang, et al. reported that the IPTG inducer concentration influences the bioactivity of GlpO. The high specific activity of GlpO was achieved at a low concentration of IPTG. They inferred that the high synthesis rate might lead to incomplete attachment of FAD, an indispensable factor for GlpO activity, onto GlpO when induced under a high concentration of IPTG [21]. Therefore, in order to improve the activity of GlpO, it is necessary to increase the amount of holo-GlpO by reducing the protein folding rate.

Here, we improved the activity of GlpO by two strategies different from Zhang’s method mentioned above. In this study, the GlpO gene from *Carnobacterium* was cloned and expressed in *E. coli*. The expression rates of GlpO were controlled by different promoters and increasing GC content via inserting extra nucleotides between the RBS and the start code (ATG) on the pET28a plasmid. The relationship between activity, expression rate, and FAD content was clarified and discussed. A novel modified low-expression-rate vector was constructed to obtain the maximal functional expression and activity of GlpO. Our study suggested that the designed vectors could be used for the other protein expressions which require different expression rates.

**Materials and methods**

**Plasmid constructions**

The gene sequence for GlpO was designed by “reverse translation” of an amino acid sequence from *Carnobacterium*. The DNA sequence was optimized according to the codon usage of *E. coli* and synthesized by Genewiz Co. (Suzhou, China), not only to eliminate rare codons but to reduce the GC content to about 50%. The GlpO gene was cloned into pET28a (Novagen, USA) as a high-level expression vector using NcoI and Xhol restriction sites, resulting in the GlpO-pET plasmid. Meanwhile, the gene was cloned onto pUC19 with restriction sites of HindIII and EcoRI, leading to the plasmid GlpO-pUC as a low expression plasmid due to the lac promoter.

Two other recombinant plasmids were constructed by inserting additional GC bases between the SD-sequence and the start codon of the GlpO gene without shifting the reading frame of the GlpO gene (Figure 2). The insertion was carried out according to the QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis protocol (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA), using mutagenic oligonucleotides of 30 to 35 bases in length. Primers were designed and synthesized by Genewiz Co. as follows:

GlpO-CG4-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATACC CGGGATGCCC AGAAC
GlpO-CG5-F5’-AAGAA GAAGGAGATATAGCCGGGG ATGCCGAAACTGT GC
GlpO-CG6-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCGAAAC
GlpO-CG7-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG8-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG9-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG10-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG11-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG12-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG13-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG14-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG15-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG16-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG17-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG18-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG19-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG20-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG21-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG22-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG23-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG24-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG25-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG26-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG27-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG28-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG29-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG30-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG31-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG32-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG33-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG34-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC
GlpO-CG35-F5’-AAGAAGGAGATATGCCGAAAC

Expression and purification of GlpO

The plasmids containing the genes encoding the GlpO were transformed into *E coli* BL21 (DE3). A single colony was picked randomly and cultured in a 5 mL LB medium (10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L sodium chloride) overnight at 37 °C under vigorous shaking; 30 μg/mL kanamycin or 100 μg/mL ampicillin was added according to different expression vectors. Until the optical density of 0.6 at 600 nm was reached, different induction conditions were carried out with 0.1 mmol/L, 1 mmol/L IPTG at 25 °C or 30 °C for 12 h, as well as 0.1 mmol/L, 1 mmol/L IPTG at 16 °C for 20 h. The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 14000 rpm for 1 min and the cell pellets were suspended in 20 mM Tris/HCl buffer, pH 8.0, and lysed by sonication (2 min, 40% power, Fisher Scientific model 550) on ice. The insoluble fraction was removed by centrifugation at 14000 rpm for 1 h at 4 °C. The supernatants of the lysates were analyzed by 12% SDS–PAGE. The gels were stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250.

For a large-scale GlpO purification process, overnight cultures were grown in LB medium at 37 °C, diluted 50-fold, and grown in 1.0 L medium until an optical density of 0.6 at 600 nm was reached. Then IPTG was added with a final concentration of 0.1 mM and the bacteria were cultured for an additional 16 h at 25 °C. The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 30 min at 4 °C. The cells were resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 25 mM imidazole, pH 8.0, supplemented with 1 mg/mL lysozyme and 0.01 mg/mL DNase I), and lysed by pulsed sonication (10 min, 40% power, large probe, Fisher Scientific model 550) followed by centrifugation at 15000 rpm for 1 h.

All purification steps were performed on an ÄKTA chromatographic system (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden). The supernatant of the crude extract was loaded onto a 5 mL HiTrap Chelating affinity column (GE Healthcare) pre-equilibrated with the lysis buffer. The column was washed with the lysis buffer and the bound protein was eluted with elution buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, pH 8.0). Fractions were collected and dialyzed against 20 mM Tris/HCl buffer (pH 8.0) overnight. The purity of the purified enzyme was determined by 10% SDS–PAGE,
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stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Protein concentration was determined using a bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay kit (CWBio, China).

**Activity assays**

The activity of GlpO was measured by detecting the amount of H₂O₂ formed in the α-glycerophosphate oxidation reaction. 1-mole red quinone dye was produced in the presence of 2-mole hydrogen peroxide in a reaction mixture [11]. The reaction mixture contained 100 mmol/L α-glycerophosphate in 50 mM Tris/HCl buffer, pH 8.0, 2 mmol/L 4-Aminoantipyrine, 5 mmol/L phenol, 5 U horseradish peroxidase, and 0.4 U GlpO in a total volume of 0.2 mL. The absorbance of the dye was measured at 505 nm (ε = 6.58 mM⁻¹ cm⁻¹). One unit is defined as the formation of one micromole of hydrogen peroxide per minute.

**Spectral Analyses**

Absorbance spectra were measured using UV-1800 (Shimadzu, Japan). The cell path was 1 cm for the measurement at 450 nm. Tris buffer was used as control and the concentration of purified GlpO was normalized to 4 mg/mL. FAD content was determined using the known extinction coefficients (11.3 mM⁻¹ cm⁻¹ at 450 nm) [22].

**Results and discussion**

**The GlpO was expressed from the pET vector**

Driven by the T7 promotor, pET vectors are powerful systems for high levels of protein production in *E. coli* [23]. The synthetic codon-optimized gene of GlpO was cloned into the pET28a plasmid. The expression conditions were tested with different temperatures and IPTG concentrations. The soluble fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE (Figure 1A). It was clear that GlpO was expressed as a soluble protein below 25 °C and the maximal amount of soluble protein was obtained at 25 °C. If the cultivation temperature was increased to 30 °C, the soluble expression level of GlpO would be dramatically decreased. Due to the leaky expression, small amounts of GlpO were found in the soluble fraction before induction, but the highest enzymatic activity was detected in this control sample. This meant that the total activity of GlpO in the supernatants induced by IPTG was much lower than that in the control sample without induction (Figure 1B), even though the expression levels of the targeted protein were much higher under induction conditions. It was assumed that the total functional expression of GlpO might be affected by the expression level, and the loss of bioactivity was due to protein misfolding at high synthesis rates. Therefore, if the transcription or translation process of GlpO expression was under control and the expression rate of GlpO was reduced to a certain level without dramatically decreasing the expression level of the enzyme, it might help to obtain the correct folding of GlpO and to achieve a higher level of functional GlpO.

**The effect of expression level on the functional expression of GlpO**

In order to control the expression rate and obtain high levels of the functional GlpO in *E. coli*, two strategies based on the regulation of transcription and translation rates were designed. First, a pUC19 plasmid with a lac promoter was chosen as the expression vector. Compared with the pET vector, which is controlled by the T7 promoter, the pUC with lac promoter produced a lower transcription level, which could decrease the expression level of GlpO [24]. Second, the two nucleotide sequences, ‘CGGG’ and ‘CCG GGG’, were inserted into the spacer sequence between the SD-sequence and the start codon to increase the GC content and extend the length of the spacer sequence, which could reduce the translation rate as well (Figure 2).

All of the recombinant GlpOs were expressed at 25 °C, which is the best expression condition according to the results above. The recombinant GlpOs were purified by a 5 mL HiTrap
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But if the expression rate were reduced to a relatively low level, the total functional expression level would be influenced. Although GlpO-pUC exhibited the maximal specific activity, the production of the enzyme was too low to limit the total functional expression level. Hence, both the expression rate and the expression level should be considered jointly. In our experiments, nucleotide changes to the spacer sequence could provide more precise regulation of protein expression, as the purified enzyme of GlpO-CG6 is about 61.5 mg with a maximal total activity of approximately 515.5 U per liter of LB culture. The total activity of GlpO expressed from the modified vector, GlpO-CG6, was 11 times and 1.5 times higher than that expressed on the GlpO-pET and GlpO-pUC, respectively. This suggests that GlpO-CG6 is the best expression vector to obtain the maximal functional expression of active GlpO. Our results demonstrated that subtle adjustments in the initiation of translation might be a good strategy to balance the expression level and bioactivity of the target enzyme to attain the maximum activity.

The GlpO activity was determined by spectrophotometric assay. As shown in Figure 3B and Table 1, contrary to the expression levels, GlpO expressed by both GlpO-pUC and GlpO-CG6 vectors exhibited higher activity than GlpO-CG4 and GlpO-pET vectors. Comparing expression levels with the activities of all four samples, it was clear that the specific activity of GlpO increased with the decline of the expression level. This suggested that GlpO could be more easily folded properly under the low expression rate. But if the expression rate were reduced to a relatively low level, the total functional expression level would be influenced. Although GlpO-pUC exhibited the maximal specific activity, the production of the enzyme was too low to limit the total functional expression level. Hence, both the expression rate and the expression level should be considered jointly. In our experiments, nucleotide changes to the spacer sequence could provide more precise regulation of protein expression, as the purified enzyme of GlpO-CG6 is about 61.5 mg with a maximal total activity of approximately 515.5 U per liter of LB culture. The total activity of GlpO expressed from the modified vector, GlpO-CG6, was 11 times and 1.5 times higher than that expressed on the GlpO-pET and GlpO-pUC, respectively. This suggests that GlpO-CG6 is the best expression vector to obtain the maximal functional expression of active GlpO. Our results demonstrated that subtle adjustments in the initiation of translation might be a good strategy to balance the expression level and bioactivity of the target enzyme to attain the maximum activity.

The GlpO activity was determined by spectrophotometric assay. As shown in Figure 3B and Table 1, contrary to the expression levels, GlpO expressed by both GlpO-pUC and GlpO-CG6 vectors exhibited higher activity than GlpO-CG4 and GlpO-pET vectors. Comparing expression levels with the activities of all four samples, it was clear that the specific activity of GlpO increased with the decline of the expression level. This suggested that GlpO could be more easily folded properly under the low expression rate. But if the expression rate were reduced to a relatively low level, the total functional expression level would be influenced. Although GlpO-pUC exhibited the maximal specific activity, the production of the enzyme was too low to limit the total functional expression level. Hence, both the expression rate and the expression level should be considered jointly. In our experiments, nucleotide changes to the spacer sequence could provide more precise regulation of protein expression, as the purified enzyme of GlpO-CG6 is about 61.5 mg with a maximal total activity of approximately 515.5 U per liter of LB culture. The total activity of GlpO expressed from the modified vector, GlpO-CG6, was 11 times and 1.5 times higher than that expressed on the GlpO-pET and GlpO-pUC, respectively. This suggests that GlpO-CG6 is the best expression vector to obtain the maximal functional expression of active GlpO. Our results demonstrated that subtle adjustments in the initiation of translation might be a good strategy to balance the expression level and bioactivity of the target enzyme to attain the maximum activity.

The GlpO activity was determined by spectrophotometric assay. As shown in Figure 3B and Table 1, contrary to the expression levels, GlpO expressed by both GlpO-pUC and GlpO-CG6 vectors exhibited higher activity than GlpO-CG4 and GlpO-pET vectors. Comparing expression levels with the activities of all four samples, it was clear that the specific activity of GlpO increased with the decline of the expression level. This suggested that GlpO could be more easily folded
The relation between FAD content and GlpO bioactivity

In order to explain the differences between GlpO activity in these four samples, the content of FAD on the different GlpOs was determined by the characteristic absorbance of flavoprotein at 450 nm [22]. As shown in Table 1, there was a strong positive correlation between FAD content and activity. The specific activity of GlpO-pUC was approximately 30-fold higher compared with GlpO-pET, and the content of FAD on GlpO-pUC was 30 times higher than in GlpO-pET. Therefore, it was obvious that differences in GlpO activity were due to the different levels of FAD in the GlpOs. When GlpO was expressed at a higher rate, FAD was incompletely attached to the protein. The GlpO protein then tended to fold into a soluble inactive form, resulting in the reduction of specific activity of GlpO.

Conclusion

Under the conditions of high expression rate, FAD was incompletely attached to the GlpO, resulting in the misfolding of GlpO and a loss of GlpO activity. Compared with GlpO expression on a pET plasmid, the expression on the pUC vector resulted in a low yield but greatly increased the specific activity of GlpO. A rate of expression that is too low, however, leads to an undesirable reduction in the yield of the target protein. The expression rate of GlpO could be regulated and controlled by inserting different lengths of GC-rich nucleotide sequences into the spacer sequence. Increasing the GC content and extending the length of the spacer sequence can dramatically reduce the translation rate, and thereby the expression level of GlpO. The newly constructed GlpO-GC6 vector is the best vector to obtain the maximal total functional expression and activity of GlpO. The four vectors, pET, pUC, and two novel vectors with modified spacer sequences, could regulate protein expression at different rates to meet the requirement of production and activity. It can be expected that these vectors are universal and have great application prospects in controlling the expression rate and activity of other enzymes.
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Table 1: Purification of recombinant GlpO from 1 L culture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total protein (mg/L)</th>
<th>Total activity (U/L)</th>
<th>Specific activity (U/mg)</th>
<th>Total protein (mg/L)</th>
<th>Total activity (U/L)</th>
<th>Specific activity (U/mg)</th>
<th>FAD content %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GlpO-pET</td>
<td>716.65</td>
<td>357.80</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>169.40</td>
<td>48.80</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlpO-CG4</td>
<td>611.04</td>
<td>319.03</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>137.72</td>
<td>56.38</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>5.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlpO-CG6</td>
<td>791.12</td>
<td>1156.60</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>61.50</td>
<td>515.50</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>65.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlpO-pUC</td>
<td>763.2</td>
<td>1202.03</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>35.84</td>
<td>363.30</td>
<td>10.14</td>
<td>77.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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